
RAHU (North Node) and KETU (South Node) RAM DASS ESSAY          
(Submitted to Asheville Vedic Astrology class on Apr 15th, 2020).

        Year 3, Semester 1 (2000 words):
        Rahu and Ketu through Ram Dass's chart. 

        Rahu uses Saturn to stabilize itself, and Ketu uses Mars to stabilize one’s entire energy field. 
A suitable metaphor to describe this polarity of Rahu and Saturn versus Ketu and Mars is that of 
a movie production team. Ketu is the writer of a movie franchise, and Mars is the director who 
orients and organizes every limb of the movie crew. A good Ketu can create a thread of movie-
magic which is universally relatable, is adaptable, can keep an audiences’ attention, is unique to 
the writer’s imagination, and can maintain an enduring signature in its formula for success 
throughout time. Yet while a movie series may have a good director (Mars), and may even have 
resources and executive producers interested in expanding on the film’s franchise 
(Rahu/Saturn), with a weak Ketu, the franchise’s original spirit will surely disappear under the 
pressures to continue expanding towards success in the “movie-making” industry. It is Ketu 
which maintains the cogency of the originating spirit in the franchise, despite all obstacles; and 
similarly, it is Ketu’s role to maintain the bottom-line of the identity, through which one may 
sustain themselves in all areas of life. However, such a franchise must eventually come to suffer 
if it cannot bear the human spirit’s craving for novelty and new experiences. A person with a 
healthy Ketu may utilize their energy field in a functional, satisfying, and even frugal way, but 
without strength in Rahu’s House and Lord – as well as an enduring Saturn – the person may 
well squander their talent by maintaining “the same old hat,” never venturing to be greater 
than their originating achievements. Indeed, such a person may behave in wasteful ways, and 
go through great pains to maintain what has come from the past, despite any glaringly obvious 
opportunities for development that are presented to them in an ever-transforming world. But a 
good Ketu will at least keep them afloat.
        Rahu is the agent of expansion in any project. Yet Rahu’s expansion is useless without some 
enduring platform (Ketu) to stably expand upon. With a strong Rahu, a film franchise can 
formulate a vision of advances to its plotline, so that the original framework becomes wildly 
experimental and quite transformed from its original visage. Saturn is the executive producer. It 
is Saturn which provides the opportunities, contracts, obstacles, resources, stability, and 
pressure to pursue a specific goal, which can take the originating intent farther than its original 
vision, for a specific purpose. Usually, such opportunities may be presented in the form of a 
seeming limitation, lack, or obstacle; yet, if the desire to expand (Rahu & its Lord) is strong 
enough, the limits will be properly understood as opportunities, and the original vision will be 
effectively transformed (for better or worse to the franchise) to meet those realistic 
opportunities presented in one’s reality. A good director of course (Mars) can make any 
objective come through at least with skill, proper organization, and discipline, and help to 
maintain the buoyancy of the franchise. It is only when these hemispheres work in tandem that 
the adaptable, self-realized spirit of the franchise can be retained (healthy Ketu) and presented 
(Mars) in a way that puts the available developmental resources (Saturn) to their riskiest, most 
ambitious use (healthy Rahu). The condition of Rahu and Ketu in a chart determines whether 
one’s energy field can maintain its integrity while still fitting the immediate reality at hand. 
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     The life of Ram Dass is a perfect example of the profound hemispherical symbiosis that 
occurs when a person’s strong Rahu energy (with the help of Saturn) becomes deeply and 
functionally integrated into an already stable and healthy energy field, maintained by Ketu and 
Mars. Ram Dass’s nodes (mostly) worked in mutual accord throughout his career to sustain and 
inspire him towards greater goals and personal heights, while keeping him stable and influential 
even in hard, transformative times. We can see this interplay by observing the state and 
condition of his Ketu and Mars, the state and condition of his Rahu and Saturn, and finally, the 
ways in which these figures naturally integrated themselves in his personality.
        Ketu is the producer, Mars is the co-ordinator and director. Mars is an important figure in 
any Cancer Rising chart as a yogakaraka (5th + 10th Lord), so the maintenance and command of 
the energy field (Mars as Ketu’s “commanding officer”) is wrapped up in any Cancer person’s 
house of discernment and creative spirit (5th), along with the 10th house of activity in the world. 
Ram Dass was one who subscribed to the mentality that “the self in one is the self in all;” so, it 
is natural that by self-observation, Ram Dass would uncover something of his creative path (5th

house) and career (10th house) which would reflect the theme of “Taking care of oneself” (Mars 
as the “planetary army commander”), leading naturally to his pronounced interest in the field of 
Psycho-therapy for a career and hobby. His Mars was not the healthiest planet in his chart, 
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receiving malefic Rashi aspects from Rahu, Ketu, and the Sun, and having a meek Yoga power 
score (IshtaxSubhaxDig Bala). The Sun, its dispositor, is its only saving grace, doing well in 
Aries/10th. Being in mutual yoga with its friend Mars (Mars in Leo, Sun in Aries), despite being 
egoistically stunned by the malefic Rahu, Dr. Alpert’s strong solar spirit drove drive past all 
emotional agitations and moved forward with its responsibilities, supporting not only Mars as 
Ketu’s stabilizing agent, but also Mars as Rahu’s lord and dispositor. 
        It was Ketu in Libra/4th, with its lord Venus exalted in Pisces/9th, which produced Ram 
Dass’s desire to study hard, pushing him to receive high educational honors and take creative 
leaps in his psycho-therapy practice. Throughout his early life, the predominant intent in his 
skyrocketing career as a Harvard educated Doctor was the emotional fortification of Ketu in the 
4th house. Doctor Richard Alpert received much acclaim (11th Lord Venus) for his articles and his 
practice, and his work as a Harvard-trained psycho-analyst gained him the notoriety he sought 
in friends and family, and his family values (4th lord exalted in 9th) reflected a desire to live a life 
that would satisfy his parents. Later in life, after his parents died, Ram Dass still would not be 
emotionally satisfied (4th house emphasis) unless his actions reflected a cultural timelessness 
and responsibility which spoke to 9th house dharmic themes.
        All of these chart dimensions relating to Ketu paint a picture of the metaphorical “movie 
franchise” that was Ram Dass’s life: An epistemological and categorical sense of self, a psycho-
analyst of the Libran sort, with an academic eye for recognizable errors in human psyche and 
behavior. This was a stable energy field (Ketu) that could be built upon and adapted to fit new 
data, while retaining its essence. At some point, Ram Dass realized that he could not be satisfied 
by climbing ladders for the rectification of his emotions through his parents’ eyes. It would take 
the inclusion of some agent of true expansion, some obstructive yet critical force of fate (Rahu 
and Saturn), to orient the excess of Ketu into metaphysical winds of soul that would make him 
fly. 
        With Saturn in its own home in the 7th house, having decent Dig bala and a very sufficient 
Yoga power score (IshtaxSubhaxDig Bala), despite its being assailed by harsh lajitaadi avastas as 
well as Rashi Aspects from the Sun and Mars, Ram Dass was compelled to gain traction in his 
social activities and business contracts (7th Lord Saturn), even via his parents’ esteemed inner 
social circles and contacts (8th Lord Saturn), in a way that always supplied him with the 
necessary networks, resources, and inspiration to endure through times that might transform 
his current state of life into something better. Dr. Alpert eventually eschewed his comfortable 
Ivy-league status in high American society in order to put pressure on his deepest desire for the 
Solar-driven dynamic in his chart, Rahu-Sun conjunct in the 10th house of Aries. Despite his 
emotional social-mirroring, Alpert always had a way of aspiring for the heights of experience 
where his field of expertise was concerned. His exalted Sun and Rahu in the 10th house of Aries, 
channeled responsibly (albeit unstably) through his Sun/Mars mutual yoga between the 2nd and 
10th houses, really spoke to Alpert’s capacity to keep changing and transforming his works and 
his livelihood to fit a certain “transcendental intuition” (Rahu). At some point he realized that 
his capacity to open others to transform themselves based on higher callings in their nature 
could only go as far as his own capacity to let go of the past would. At some point, he would 
have to let go of his emotional attachment to the forms and theories of his contemporaries, to 
experience a real, lived version of happiness that had no Libran-structure or form to it. 
        Alpert permeated past the limits of his karma when the psychedelic 60s revolution began 
to take hold of Vietnam-era America. This cultural phenomenon slid alongside his apparent 
social prestige at the time, causing him to actively explore transcendental operatives which 
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were unprecedented even by his formal education and family values (the mark of a pioneer –
Rahu in 10th). It was in 1967 at age 36, the age of Rahu-maturation, that Doctor Alpert set 
across the ocean on an expedition to see India, and while there, he had a mystical experience 
with a man whom he would come to call his guru. The man confronted Alpert’s quivering inner 
heart at a time when everyone around him insisted that “Richard knows how to be happy, he is 
a Harvard-league psycho-analyst.” The image of happiness (Ketu in Libra/4th) was too karmically 
imposed for Dr. Alpert to get truthfully in touch with; here, he was confronted with an 
emotional barometer that saw through illusions of grandeur, exposing Richard’s own illusions to 
himself. It was then that Ram Dass employed his positively appointed Rahu energies to “alter 
and expand” the movie franchise which had thus far defined his life. In typical “Rahu in 10th

house” fashion, Alpert began to face his emotions head-on, and even made a career out of the 
work he did on himself by making concise, visual, artistic images that would reflect on his 
personal growth experiences. These explorations became the material that would turn into in 
his classic book entitled “Be Here Now,” which would come to make him a lot of money (Mars 
in 2nd house, in yoga with the Sun in Aries/10th). 
         Ram Dass became a household name of Eastern and Western cross-cultural mental health 
and spiritual philosophy. The “movie franchise” of Richard Alpert’s Ketu provided a foundation 
for him as an aspiring Ivy-League professor with much cultural wisdom (4th house Ketu’s Lord 
Venus in 9th), through which he could garner personal emotional wellness and even a cultural 
namesake (4th and 11th house themes). This emotional foundation was purified of its drauss by 
being presented to the raw, unabashed altar of India’s ancient mysticism of heart and instincts, 
curing Ram Dass of his insecurity by exposing himself to a true emotional authority. Eventually, 
this forced Ram Dass to face his true calling as a patron of worldwide Self-realization. His karma 
yoga and leadership (10th house) attitude during his lecture circuits effectively removed much of 
the emotional baggage that might have otherwise been present due to Ketu. Yet even so, Ram 
Dass never fully abolished that empathic 4th house sensitivity and intelligence. In later life, his 
dharma and emotional motive (4th and 9th house) was to help work out the emotional ramparts 
of his friends, family, and patients via his unique synthesis of psycho-analysis and eastern yoga. 
In the end, Ram Dass’ karma yoga became his own creative sacrifice (10th house). His actions 
later in life were not performed solely to secure his emotional fortitude (Ketu in 4th), unlike 
earlier in his life – even though that overactive emotional awareness was the very essence or 
“franchise” which carried him there all along.
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